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ABSTRACT
A new full custom chip is being designed using the Orbit 2 micron
“BiCMOS” process to provide a wide range fast digital readout of
Photomultiplier Tubes. The goal is to obtain a digitized PMT signal with a
18-20 bit dynamic range and 8 bits of accuracy in a floating point number
format every 16 ns. The chip is DC couple71to a PMT and usesa four-way
gated integrator and encoder to form a 4 bit binary number which is the
exponent of the floating point number. Simultaneous processing of the
PMT signal on binary weighted scalesprovides a pipelined analog signal to
a single FADC which generatesthe floating point number mantissa. The
current state of development of this new chip and results from several test
chips are presentedin this paper.
Introduction
Future collider and fixed target experiments require new approachesto detector
instrumentation. One approach being worked on at Fermilab [l] is to digitize fast
photomultiplier tube signals in the base of the PMT and use digital storage techniques to
provide a subsequentdigital delay for formation of the level 1 trigger in the experiment.
The key to the project is the design of a full custom chip called the Digital Photomultiplier
Chip @PC). The purpose of the chip is to accept current pulses directly from a PMT
without an intervening noisy cable and generatea digital number which representsthe total
charge (energy) deposited from the PMT each clock period. The chip must work over a
very wide dynamic range and provide digital information every 16 ns.
Design of the chip was initiated in the Orbit 2 micron CMOS process which also
has vertical NPN transistors. To use the NPNs in this chip design, a high frequency model
of the transistors was developed from test structures [2]. Fabrication of the first chip
design using the model was completed on two different foundry runs. There was excellent
correlation between the model and the actual performance of the device. Based on the
successof the first chip, the design has continued in the Orbit process.
Principle of Operation
The DPC operates by taking a current pulse from a PMT. adding that current to a
fixed bias current, and then completing four distinct steps. First, the total current is divided
into 10 binary weighted current pulses (I, I/2, I/4, .... I/512) which are integrated on 10
separate capacitors as shown in Figure 1. Second, a comparator for each capacitor
compares the capacitor voltage to a fixed reference and sets a latch at the output of the
comparator. The fraction of comparators which are set indicates the range of the input
signal. For very small PMT input signals, none of the latchesare set. As the input signal
*Work supportedby the U. S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC0276CHO3000.

increases, the I through I/5 12 latches are set sequentially. Third, the 10 comparator
outputs are encodedby a 10 to 4 Gray code encoderto provide the 4 bit exponentof the
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Figure 1 - Simplified DPC Block Diagram
floating point number which representsthe PMT signal amplitude. At the sametime, the
outputs of the comparators are used to select via an analog multiplexer the appropriate
capacitor voltage to be buffered for digitization by a flash ADC. Fourth, the capacitor
voltage is resetand the cycle is repeated.
For the circuit shown in Figure 1 to function properly, the compare, output
multiplexing, and reset would have to occur in zero time. Obviously, that is not possible.
To get around this problem, the operations described are pipelined. Since there are four
operations, it is natural to use a four stagepipeline. Thus instead of one capacitor bank,
set of comparators, 10 to 4 encoder, and analog multiplexer, there are four of each as
shown in Figure 2. In four sequential time intervals, four sets of current switches @A,
SB, SC, SD) direct the binary weighted outputs of the splitter to the A, B, C, and D
capacitor banks respectively for integration. Tbe compare and latch, output buffering and
multiplexing, and capacitor reset functions are pipelined Since there are now four time
slices present in the chip at all times, additional digital and analog multiplexers are
necessaryas shown on the right side of Figure 2. The multiplexers deliver the correct
digital and analog information to the outputs two clock ticks after it actually occurred. All
of the timing signals, including the additional multiplexer signals, are generatedby a signal
control generatorshown in the lower left side of Figure 2.
At the present time, the FADC is thought to be an 8 bit commercial device.
However, consideration is being given to incorporating the FADC directly on the DPC. A
2-stageFADC is a candidatehere becauseof the pipelined nature of the input signal.
To help understandoperation of the circuit, it is useful to examine how the circuit
respondswith a bias current and the presenceof an input signal. One of the functions of
the bias current is to provide a minimum current in the splitter to keep the transistors in a
reasonable operating region. The bias current, however, performs another functionnamely, to insure that the analog output signal on the range of interest is always between-1
and -2 volts so that a single range FADC can be used. Figure 3 shows the encoded 4 bit
exponent and the analog signal which are output from the PDC as a function of input
current for a chip with 18 bits of dynamic range and 8 bits of accuracy.
The bias current is divided between the binary weighted output currents as follows:
1=64ua,I/2=32ua, I/4=16ua, I/8=8ua, etc. As the input current level increases,the range
of interest increasesfrom the I range to the I/2 range up to the I/512 range. When there is
no input current, the 64 ua bias current is integratedfor 16 ns on a 1 pf capacitor to provide
a - 1 V output. Since the comparator referencesare set for -2 V, none of the comparators
are set and the 4 bit exponent is 0000. The FADC range is set for operation from -1 to -2

V. At -1 V, the FADC output is 00000000. For convenience,the current pulse from the
PMT is assumedto be a 10 ns wide rectangularpulse. A PMT pulse of 100 ua for 10 ns
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Figure 2 - Complete DPC Block Diagram
integrates-1 V on the 1 pf storagecapacitor. The bias current and 100 ua pulse combine to
integrate -2 V on the storagecapacitor. Thus as the input current increasesfrom 0 to 100
ua, the exponent remains fixed and the FADC output increases to 11111111. The
sensitivity on the lowest scale is 400 na/bit. When the capacitor voltage on the most
sensitive scaleexceeds-2 V, the frostcomparatoris set causingthe 4 bit exponent to change
to OC01. At the sametime, the range of interest is changedto f/2. A bias current of 32 ua
for 16 ns and I/2=50ua for 10 ns gives an analog voltage of -1 V at the low end of the I/2
range of interest. As the input current increasesfrom 100 ua to 300 ua, the output of the
FADC increasesfrom OOOOOOW
to 11111111. As the input current increasesfrom 300 ua
to a maximum of about 100 ma, the pattern of changing 4 bit exponents,rangesof interest,
and FADC outputs continuesas shown in Figure 3. The combination of 4 bit exponent and
8 bit FADC output combine to form a wide range floating point number which represents
the magnitudeof the PMT pulse.
In the actual implementation of the circuit, the FADC range is set to be slightly
wider than -1 to -2 V in order to accommodateslight variations in chip processing. Thus a
few bits of range from the FADC will be lost. Calibration of the chip is accomplished by
varying a known DC input current and running the raw output data through a lookup table
which correctsfor slope,offset, and nonlinearity errors on each scale.
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Figure 3 - Analog and Digital Outputs From the DPC for Different Input Currents
Circuit Operation
Operation of the major blocks shown in Figure 2 are examined in the following
sections.
Curreti Splitter

The most critical subcircuit in the DPC and the only one required to operate over a
20 bit dynamic range is the current splitter. The splitter is the circuit which takes the PMT
current and bias current, which is set by a current mirror via an external resistor, and
converts it into 10 binary weighted currents for subsequent integration on pipelined
capacitor arrays. Parallel bipolar transistors with collector outputs grouped in a binary
fashion are used in a common baseconfiguration to generatenine current rangesfrom v2 to
I/512. The tenth current range on the present design is derived by multiplying the current
in the I/2 range to form I. Thus, the total range of the splitter circuit is I to 4512. The
topology used for the I/2 to I/512 ranges is three cascaded g-transistor common base
current divider sections, which have identical transistors paralleled to form three binary
weighted outputs and a carry output which feeds the next 8-transistor section. (SeeFigure
4.) This arrangement is a compromise between the number of output ranges per section
and the number of cascadedsections. All of the transistors used in the splitter section are
identical deviceswith 8 x 8 micron emitters. (Larger componentsare formed by paralleling
the smaller devices.)
Unfortunately, a simple common base amplifier configuration with PMT
capacitance at the input has the problems of poor frequency response and high input
impedance at low input currents. To improve this situation, the first divider section is
included as part of a feedbackamplifier. The input feedbackamplifier is a current amplifier
with a total closed loop gain of almost one (the common basehas a slight current loss due
to base current). In a simple way, it can be viewed as an eight transistor common base
passelement, with a feedback circuit driving the baseof the passsection to improve speed
and input impedance. The required open loop gain is provided by a large NMOS (3000/2)
transistor driving a polysilicon load resistor (275 ohms) which feeds the basesof the pass
transistors. A MOSFET is used as the input gain element instead of a bipolar for two
masons: 1) the bipolar transistorsformed in the Orbit 2 micron processhave large collector

resistance which would result in small phasemargin in the feedback amplifier and thus
poor stability, and 2) the somewhat unpredictable base current would add to the input
current, which is undesirable. In order to preserveadequatephasemargin, the pole fo
at the load resistor node must be kept as high as possible. Therefore, a cascadestructure is
used for the input transistor, and an emitter follower is used to drive the pass transistor
bases.
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Figure 4 - Current Splitter
At large input currents (> 10 ma!, however, the current carrying capacity of the
passtransistors in the feedback amplifier ts exceededand problems arise. A large bipolar
common base transistor is therefore added to the input, and biased in such a way that it
shunts large currents around the feedback amplifier at current levels where the feedback
amplifier is not required. Thus the feedback amplifier is used to derive the low current
output ranges while the large bipolar is used to shunt excesscurrent around the feedback
amplifier for higher currents. The transition between high and low current operation takes
place smootbly without any affect on the circuit performance.
The large NPN transistor is actually composedof 56 + 8 minimum size transistors,
to allow sufficient current handling capability. The NPN baseis brought to an external pin
to allow the basevoltage to be externally set and allow a low impedancebypassto be added
to prevent excessive ringing at high currents. Normally, the base voltage is set to
approximately 0.5 volts higher than the quiescent input emitter voltage. Under this
condition, the large NPN conducts no significant current for PMT inputs less than 2 ma,
which covers the range of interest from I to I/8, servedby the feedback circuit. Typically,
l/8 of the feedback amplifier passtransistorcurrent is fed to the subsequentranges (I/16 to
I/512) and therefore, to be consistent, only l/8 of the large NPN transistor current is
passed to the next stage. For this reason, the large NPN bypass transistor is actually
divided into two parts to allow 7/8 of the shunt current to be dumped and the remaining l/8
combined with the “carry” output of the first sectionof the splitter cascade.
In order to turn on the large NPN and shunt large currents, the input (emitter)
voltage must go negative enough to forward bias the emitter-basejunction. In other words,
the input of the feedback amplifier must have enough impedance to develop a reasonable
voltage drop for large input currents. A MOSFET (43/6) is placed in the emitter of each

splitter leg in the feedback amplifier to act as a variable degeneration resistor and allow
adjustmentof the large NPN turn on characteristics.
Currents passing through the highest current ranges (I/128 to I/512) must pass
through one transistor in each of the three cascadedg-transistor common base current
divider sections.Additional passtransistors are placed in the I/2 to I/64 current ranges,so
that each output passescurrent through an equal number of transistors. Thus the base
current loss error for all ranges is equalized and the errors due to the Early effect are
minimized
The number of ranges that can be realized in a current divider dependson several
things. The upper limit on the input current for 64 transistors designed with the Orbit
process is about 100 ma. If a higher current design were attempted, more parallel
transistors would be required and the frequency responsewould be degraded. Integrator
capacitor size also affects the number of realizable ranges. A smaller capacitor requires a
smaller current to integrate to a given voltage, thus small integrating capacitorsare desirable
for maximizing dynamic range (given a ftxed upper current limit). However, the integrator
capacitor value should be about 1 pf or larger, to limit the effect of voltage dependent
parasitics. This combination of constraintson the divider design yields a maximum of nine
outputs, or bits, for the Orbit process. The dynamic range can be widened, however, by
adding current multipliers at the low current end. The increasein delay and risetime due to
the multiplier must be minimal. The present design has a X2 amplifier driven by the I/2
output leg, extending the range to 10 bits. In theory, more multiplier stagescan be added.
Current multiplication (X2) is achievedby impressing the buffered baseand emitter
voltages of one of the single pass transistors in the I/2 output leg of the splitter acrossa
double transistor base-emitter junction. Twice the I/2 current will flow out the double
transistor collector, since its Vbe is the sameas the U2 single transistor Vbe. In order that
the loading on the I/2 output be minimal, minimum size emitter followers are used as the
initial buffers. These drive larger emitter followers, which in turn drive the transistor used
to set the I output current. The large emitter followers are connectedin seriesto insure that
they each carry nearly the same current, so that their base-emitter drops will be nearly
identical. In this design, some multiplication error exists due mainly to the Early effect. A
modified multiplier has been designedto remove most of this mismatch.
One interesting property of the multiplier circuit is that it can be used to compensate
the divider outputs for drifts in the DC bias current due to the temperature dependenceof
transistor beta. If the passtransistor beta decreases,tending to decreasethe output DC bias
current, the multiplier emitter followers will draw more basecurrent. If the multiplier is
designed properly, the two effects will completely cancel. To achieve this effect on the
other outputs of the first divider section, dummy emitter followers connected to current
sourcesare addedto eachof the legs in the fast current divider section.
Current Switch, Integrating Capacitor Banks, and Analog MUX

Each splitter output (I to I/512) feeds a four way current switch (SA, SB, SC, SD)
which steersthe current to a block of four pipelined capacitors as shown in Figure 2. The
current switches are made up of emitter coupled bipolar transistors driven at the basesby
ECL-like levels which are derived from a four stage ring counter. The current switch
collectors distribute the current in pipeline fashion to the integrators. Each integrator circuit
consists of a poly-poly capacitor (0.75 pf), an NPN emitter follower buffer, an NMOS
clamp (100/2), and an NMOS reset switch (30/2) as shown in Figure 5. The buffer is
necessaryto drive the comparator and analog multiplexer. A bipolar follower is preferred
over a MOS follower becauseof its speed,and its ability to achieve a voltage gain of nearly
one. Also, the bipolar buffer presentsa nonlinear capacitancewhich is used to very nearly
cancel the nonlinear capacitance of the current switch collector. The basecurrent of the
b$EFss
a slope on the capacitor voltage that results in a small constantoffset voltage

The clamp transistor exists to prevent any current switch transistor from saturating
due to a large current pulse. An NMOS is usedfor the clamp sincethe parasitic capacitance
it presentsis much lessvoltage dependentthan that of a bipolar. Finally, the reset switches
(RSTA, RSTB, RSTC, RSTD) are simply NMOS transistorsCOMeCted acrossthe
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Figure 5 - Current Switch, Capacitor Block, Analog Multiplixer
integrating capacitors. The switch is sized to to assurethat the largest possible capacitor
voltage can be reset to 1 mv accuracy within 10 ns. An NMOS is much preferred over a
PMOS due to its inherent lower resistance for a given geometry, and much less voltage
dependentparasitic capacitance(due to a highly back biasedsource-substratejunction).
At the bottom of Figure 5, the analog MUX switches (MUXA, MUXB, MUXC,
MUXD) which are used to route the capacitor voltage to the FADC are shown. All of the
circuitry shown in Figure 5 is repeatedten times, once for eachof the current ranges.

Each block of buffered capacitor outputs from the integrators is fed to a block of
high speed,low power comparatorsand latches as shown in Figure 2. The comparator and
latch schematic which is shown in Figure 6 is similar to the circuit described by G. M. Yin
[3]. The circuit has a differential input stage followed by a latch stage which has three
parts: 1) a high speedregenerative latch with a reset, 2) a level converter stage, and 3) an
output buffer. During a typical cycle, the regenerativelatch is beiig held reset at a point
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Figure 6 - High SpeedComparator
midway between the two rails while charge is being accumulated on an integration
capacitor. Meanwhile, the level converter generatesa logic low to be transmitted through

the buffer to the encoding logic. When the differential stage output is to be sampled, the
latch reset is releasedand the high speedregenerativelatch drives the level converter to the
appropriate high or low condition. Simulation results show a worst casereset and compare
time of 5-6 ns in responseto a couple of millivolts of differential input voltage. Once the
regenerative latch has respondedto the integrated capacitor voltage, the encodersgenerate
the appropriate digital code and the latched outputs are used to select the appropriate
capacitor voltage for digitization.
The layout of the differential latch is symmetric to avoid loading mismatchesat the
output of each stage. Also, minimum size transistorshave been used to to reduce parasitic
capacitancesat the output. Offsets in the differential stage are not a significant problem
since the comparatorsmerely control where a changein range of interest occurs. A slightly
wider FADC range easily compensatesfor this effect. The circuitry in Figure 6 is repeated
forty times (once for eachintegrator) on the final chip.
Encoder and Digital Mukiplexer

One output from each of the 10 comparator blocks shown in Figure 2 is routed to
one of four encoders. One encoder is designatedfor each of the four capacitor banks (A,
B, C, D) which are pipelined to sample 4 sequentialtime intervals. The encoderstake ten
comparator signals and produce a 4 bit Gray code number which representsthe number of
comparatorswhich has been setas shown in the example on the right side of Figure 2. The
four bit encoderoutputs passthrough a digital multiplexer and a clocked latch to output the
encodedexponent from the DPC.
Chip Test Results
To test performance, four different test chips have been designed. The first chip
had the I/2 to I/512 current divider. The second chip incorporated a X2 multiplier scale
along with the current divider to give a binary weighted 10 way current splitter. The third
addeda four way current switch on the I/2 scale,an analog multiplexer to output the

Figure 7 - Current Splitter Layout

Figure 8 - Encoder/Multiplexer Layout

integrator voltages for digitization by a FADC, and an ECL to CMOS clock converter with
a 4-bit ring counter to operate the 4 way current switch. The fourth chip had all the
comparators,latches, encoders,multiplexers, and a signal control generatorfor a complete
device. The first three chips have beenfabricated, tested and found to be fully functional.
The fourth chip is in fabrication. Figure 7 shows the layout of the third chip and Figure 8
shows the layout of the fourth chip. In principle, these two layouts are merged to form a
complete device approximately 3 mm by 3 mm in size.
Tests on the first chip showed that 1) the I/2 to I/512 current division was very
accurate,2) the divider had low sensitivity to temperaturevariations, and 3) that the divider
had the necessaryfast transient response. Also, the feedback amplifier used on the lower
output current ranges and the high current bypass worked very well with no crossover
problems. The accuracy of the current division was checked by injecting a well known
current into the divider circuit. Ratios of the individual measuredoutput currents to the
total measuredoutput current matched the predicted ratios with less than a 1% error in all
cases, indicating good bipolar matching. The total of the output currents from all the
ranges was 96% of the input current. (The 4% current loss is due to base current loss in
each of the cascadeddividers.) This implies a transistor beta of 118, since the current
travels through essentially four common base transistors (three transistors in the current
divider and one in the current switch).
In order to check the transient responseof the divider, a current injector was built
with a fast discrete transistorcapableof supplying O-90ma with rise and fall times of about
3 ns. Figure 9 shows the current divider output on the lowest current range (I/2) and on
the highest range (I/512). On the lowest range all of the current is t&g handled by the
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Figure 9 - Impulse Responseof Current Divider
feedback loop and on the highest range almost all the current is being handled by the high
current shunt. In both cases,the responseis excellent. (The slope on the bottom of the
pulse responseis due to the current injector circuit, not the current divider).) The output
signal delay was found to vary from 2 to 4 ns acrossthe rangesfrom I/2 to I/512. Results
from the secondchip confirmed that the spreadin divider current delay is only about 2 ns
for the ranges from I/2 to I/512. Minimization of the spreadin delay is important because
the current switchesof all the scalesaredriven from a common clock.
The multiplier circuit, usedto generatethe I scalefrom the I/2 scale,was evaluated
on the secondchip. The I scalewas found to closely reproduce twice the current on the Vz
scale. There was however an additional 1 ns of delay, and the gain of the multiplier stage
varied by 2% resulting in a slightly nonlinear response. A modified multiplier design has
been designed and simulated with SPICE, and is predicted to have linearity better than
0.5%. An additional property of the modified design is that the delay of the multiplier

output is about the same as that of the I/2 output, thus keeping the total output delay spread.
of the complete splitter to about 2 ns.
The splitter circuit has excellent temperature stability. Tests show that for a
constantexternally supplied DC input current, no measurablechangein the divided output
current occurs over a 35 “C temperaturerange. If the integrator is operatedusing the onchip input DC source, a 1% shift in final voltage is observed over 35°C. About half the
shift is due to variation in input current which is causedby the Vt shift in the curent mirror.
This effect can be be reducedif necessary.
A test of the linearity of the DPC was performed by applying an accurately
measuredvariable DC input current and measuring the the integrator foal value on the I/2
scale. Good linearity is desired from -1 to -2 volts (the region where the FADC must
work). Figure 10 shows the deviation in millivolts from a perfectly straight line for the I/2
integrator capacitor output voltage to the FADC. The error is very small, less than 1 mv
peak to peak. This implies that a complete lookup correction table is not neededfor errors
generatedwithin the DPC and that a simple slope and offset correction is all that is needed
for calibration.
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Noise seen on the integrated capacitor voltage is primarily determined by the
collector current shot noise in the common basepasstransistors and gatejitter on the most
sensitive current scale. For outputs I/2 to I/512, over a wide range of currents, the output
noise was always less than 1 mv rms. Noise at the multiplier output was slightly higher at
1.5 mv rms due to additional noise sourcesin the multiplier circuit. In the test setup, the
gate rms pulse jitter was less than 10 ps.
Crosstalk between the 4 capacitors on a given current range was found to be
relatively small. A large 100 ma pulse was injected into one capacitor while observing the
effect on a small capacitor voltage on the I/2 range. Two effects were observed: 1) a small
coupled voltage step and 2) damped ringing. Tbe 4 mv step was caused by a shared
ground connection and will be removed in all future designs. The ringing which is
proportional to the magnitude of the input current, appears to be caused by substrate
coupling to a large NPN buffer used to drive a pad for measurementpurposes.
Capacitor matching betweenthe four capacitorson the I/2 rangewas checkedon the
third chip. A maximum gain error of 0.5% was found between the four capacitors. The
error, however, was systematic and is expectedto be improved in future designs.
Summary
Several test chips have been fabricated to demonstrate the feasibility of digitizing
PMT signals at high speedsover a very wide dynamic range. Test results on all the chips

have been positive and no inherent problems with the technique have been uncovered. A
complete pipelined 18 bit range DPC is expected to be fabricated soon. Work on
expanding the range to 20 bits is continuing.
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